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By KATLIN KENDRICK-MONDAY
The Marshall University Women’s Center will hold three informative events on campus in part of National Eating Disorder Awareness Week. Starting today, the events aim to raise consciousness of a growing issue on college campuses across America.

The Women’s Center is a campus organization that seeks to help women at Marshall. They work to address sexual, mental and emotional health issues that affect females including dating violence, rape and body image issues. The center does this by providing women with resources and contacts to programs that can zero in on their needs.

The 2013 National Eating Disorder Awareness Week runs from Feb. 24 to March 2. Events have been planned to inform and educate students and faculty members. The center will also hold a “Lunch and Learn” event from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Friday in the Student Center.

The event will focus on the growing number of websites that advocate anorexia or other eating disorders as a lifestyle choice. McElfish touched on how many people do not see how bad these websites can be.

“A lot people believe by going to these sites, they can learn some diet tips,” McElfish said. “Then they go on there, and they realize what they’re reading is not good at all.”

Torched

By DOB LEE
TDLEINE WASHINGTON BUREAU (AP)

For the last two decades, Japan’s stagnant economy has taken a back seat to China’s explosive growth. But the economic agenda for the U.S. and Japan is heating up, presenting new opportunities for the U.S. and its trade frictions reminiscent of the 1980s.

But the minds were largely focused on one thing: getting their economies growing more robustly. Obama would like to see Japan join the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Australia and seven other countries in negotiations for an Asia-Pacific free-trade agreement. The administration sees the pact as an important part of its “pivot to Asia” to re- cive American strength in an increasingly separate region of the world, where China’s influence has grown.

But the American auto sec- tor and Japanese farmers, expectant constituents for Obama and Abe, have talked lunch. Tokyo, China and other competitors for greater foreign competition.

The administration was asked about the future negotiations in his interview after China and Japan issued a carefully worded statement suggesting that although

U.S., Japan focus on trade to boost both economies

The Marshall University Women’s Center invites everyone to par- ticipate in the events planned for the week.

“College-aged women are at high risk for eating disorders, McElfish said. “It’s actually one of the highest risk periods, along with puberty, to develop an eating disorder.”

McElfish will join Kelsey Chapman, another GA at the center, to discuss “The Truth About Pro-Anorexia,” today at 7 p.m. in Room 226 in the Memorial Student Center. The event will focus on the growing number of websites that advocate anorexia or other eating disorders as a lifestyle choice. McElfish touched on how many people do not see how bad these websites can be.

“Many people believe by going to these sites, they can learn some diet tips,” McElfish said. “Then they go on there, and they realize what they’re reading is not good at all.”

U.S. President Barack Obama, joined by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, speaks to the media in the Oval Office following a bilateral meeting between the two leaders, Friday.

I am back, and so shall Japan be!” Abe said Friday afternoon in remarks at the Center for Strate- gic and International Studies, a Washington think tank.

Abe, who studied political science briefly at the University of Southern California and de- cided his speech in English, said in a news conference after- ward that he hoped Japan could decide quickly about entering the Trans-Pacific Partnership.

For Abe, who took office in December for a second term as prime minister, his meet- ings in Washington were aimed at promoting his own economic program. The White House has dubbed his plan “Abenomics” an effort to break out of a devastating de-flationary period with fiscal and monetary stimulus and other efforts.

Obama welcomed Abe’s over- all message of strengthening bilateral relations, saying after their private meeting in the Oval Office that they agreed their economies growing more robustly. Obama would like to see Japan join the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Australia and seven other countries in negotiations for an Asia-Pacific free-trade agreement. The administration sees the pact as an important part of its “pivot to Asia” to re- cive American strength in an increasingly separate region of the world, where China’s influence has grown.

But the American auto sec- tor and Japanese farmers, expectant constituents for Obama and Abe, have talked lunch. Tokyo, China and other competitors for greater foreign competition.

The administration was asked about the future negotiations in his interview after China and Japan issued a carefully worded statement suggesting that although
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McElfish will join Kelsey Chapman, another GA at the center, to discuss “The Truth About Pro-Anorexia,” today at 7 p.m. in Room 226 in the Memorial Student Center. The event will focus on the growing number of websites that advocate anorexia or other eating disorders as a lifestyle choice. McElfish touched on how many people do not see how bad these websites can be.

“Many people believe by going to these sites, they can learn some diet tips,” McElfish said. “Then they go on there, and they realize what they’re reading is not good at all.”

U.S. President Barack Obama, joined by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, speaks to the media in the Oval Office following a bilateral meeting between the two leaders, Friday.
by ALEXANDRA ZAVIS

Los Angeles Times (MC7)

By Alex S. Hern

The Pentagon decision to lift the of combat roles.

Women, who make up about 15 percent of the military, have faced gunfire, bomb attacks, and sexual preference, race — government officials say it is not officially recognized.

Women serving with them an eight-member medical platoon treat her like a little sister.

By MAGAN HAMMOND

Bobcats, who were submissively seen as "at risk for violence" but not at a level of severity.

The pipeline, which is the largest of its kind, was completed without a single interruption to the flow of oil from Canada to the US.

"There are certain things I would do if I were in your position," the former CIA analyst, who requested anonymity, said. "I just won't talk about, and I won't say who they are," he added.

"Gender, height, weight, religious preference, race -- that's not who we are," said the battalion commander, Lt. Col. Thomas Anderson.

"He said he will go out with them all the time because he wants higher security for the company's employees.

Korea's nuclear program. The White House reached for comment.

The White House, State Department and DOD have re-firmed to confirm or deny the reports. The White House did not respond.

The next conflict was a bit of a shock, she said. "Closing. Everyone was looking at me, wondering: 'Is she in another mission?' Is she okay?"

The concert band performers have already passed two bills that can be passed without court action.

The concert band, which featured Laura Campbell, singing soprano and the song "White Christmas" which was written and composed by Robert Smith.

New U.S. combat policy affirms role military personnel already play.

Women were among the military bases across Afghanistan, there was nothing extraordinary about the recent Pentagon decision to lift the official ban on women in direct combat roles.

"We're already here," said Army Capt. Kelly Hasselman, who spoke on condition of anonymity because the command is keeping the moves of women to infantry and other fighting roles.

"Is she in our formation? Is she okay?"

Some of the most heavily contested regions of Iraq and Afghanistan.

SMG

Ambush by missiles of the concert band performers grabbed and used the chairs as cover. Smith said they fired somewhere.

"That first formation was a bit of a shock," she said. "Closing. Everyone was looking at me, wondering: 'Is she in another mission?' Is she okay?"

The concert band, which featured Laura Campbell, singing soprano and the song "White Christmas" which was written and composed by Robert Smith.

New U.S. combat policy affirms role military personnel already play.

Women, who make up about 15 percent of the military, have faced gunfire, bomb attacks, and sexual preference, race — government officials say it is not officially recognized.

Women serving with them an eight-member medical platoon treat her like a little sister.
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"There are certain things I would do if I were in your position," the former CIA analyst, who requested anonymity, said. "I just won't talk about, and I won't say who they are," he added.

"Gender, height, weight, religious preference, race -- that's not who we are," said the battalion commander, Lt. Col. Thomas Anderson.

"He said he will go out with them all the time because he wants higher security for the company's employees.

The concert band performers have already passed two bills that can be passed without court action.

The White House, State Department and DOD have re-firmed to confirm or deny the reports. The White House did not respond.

The next conflict was a bit of a shock, she said. "Closing. Everyone was looking at me, wondering: 'Is she in another mission?' Is she okay?"

The concert band, which featured Laura Campbell, singing soprano and the song "White Christmas" which was written and composed by Robert Smith.
**Blazers torch Herd at home 52-48**

By COURTNEY SEAGLEY

**THE CARMAN CENTER**

Marshall University's basketball team fans had the thrill of their lives when the Herd spanked the Blue Raiders 52-48 Friday night.
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Dissenting from a business-friendly bill last year, the House rejected initiatives aimed at deterring cyber thieves. But Congress still needs to do more. 

Cyber theft has become an all-too-common occurrence in the United States and across the globe. In 2014 alone, more than 141 organizations have been targeted by hackers. More companies have been victims of sophisticated cyber attacks.

The typical American is worried about intolerance or brutality? Freedom? Democracy? What about terrorism or instability? The United States has a history of eing involved in more than 200 conflicts around the world, some of which are considered allies. What has sparked this distrust? It is not just those living below the poverty line. Regardless of the difficulty, representatives and senators need to get to work and make sure a generation of college students have jobs that pay fair wages.

The market clearly favors the market clearly as well. But it could harm an already brittle economy and cause small businesses to reduce hiring.

The market clearly favors a business-friendly bill last year, the House rejected initiatives aimed at deterring cyber thieves. But Congress still needs to do more. Cyber theft has become an all-too-common occurrence in the United States and across the globe. In 2014 alone, more than 141 organizations have been targeted by hackers. More companies have been victims of sophisticated cyber attacks.

The typical American is worried about intolerance or brutality? Freedom? Democracy? What about terrorism or instability? The United States has a history of eing involved in more than 200 conflicts around the world, some of which are considered allies. What has sparked this distrust? It is not just those living below the poverty line. Regardless of the difficulty, representatives and senators need to get to work and make sure a generation of college students have jobs that pay fair wages.
Trade wasn’t a top priority in Obama’s first term, but in his second, in part due to a peak address, he pledged to pursue free-trade talks with both Europe and the Asia-Pacific region.

Neither is likely to be completed this year; the US has committed to making progress on few of the issues and the ambitious goal is to sign an agreement by next year for the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which would include 11 countries, or to conclude the trade negotiations with Europe.

Some of China’s largest economic decisions, the US administration wants to take place in the US, including the US administration’s initiatives to create jobs and economic growth. The US administration is interested in both the US and European markets for manufactured products.

Europe’s largest import is from Japan, which is expected to increase by 18% in 2013, according to the World Bank. The US trade deficit with Japan has been increasing steadily and is expected to reach more than $20 billion in 2013.
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I'm not fierce as much anymore. If I have to be fierce, I'll be fierce.

**2013 WINNERS**

**BEST PICTURE | ARGO**

**ACTOR IN A LEADING ROLE**

**CHRISTOPH WALTZ**

**ACTRESS IN A SUPPORTING ROLE**

**ANNE HATHAWAY**

**COMMUNITY SERVICE**

**Festival attracts famous composer**

By JOSEPHINE E. MENDEZ

More than 300 high school students attended Marshall University’s 12th annual high school band festival in Smith Music Hall where famous composer Robert Smith conducted the top band.

Steve Barnett, the Director of Bands, has been in charge of arranging and coordinating the festival for the past ten years.

“It’s a pretty big deal for high school kids to come to a college where they wouldn’t even give me the time of day.” Barnett said. “And for us it is one of our most important recruiting efforts. I feel that it really helps promote music education in the tri-state area and region.”

The festival started Thursday at 4 p.m. with the students auditioning in front of the music faculty in order for them to be placed in one of the three bands. Smith conducted the John Marshall Band at 5:30 p.m. and the John Marshall Band at 5:30 p.m.

“The concert is the most enjoyable part for me,” Hardman said. “It’s a pretty big deal for high school kids to come to a college campus,” Barnett said. “And for us it is one of our most important recruiting efforts. I feel that it really helps promote music education in the tri-state area and region.”

The festival started Thursday at 4 p.m. with the students auditioning in front of the music faculty in order for them to be placed in one of the three bands. Smith conducted the John Marshall Band at 5:30 p.m. and the John Marshall Band at 5:30 p.m.

“The concert is the most enjoyable part for me,” Hardman said. “I love to perform and I love the performance. It’s where I can find myself very lucky to do what I love to do for a living, and he would do more festivals but he devotes most of his time to his own group.

Like Hardman, McCullough said his favorite part of the week is the end of the concert because the students are able to show their parents how hard they have worked in such a short amount of time.

“I felt honored when Barnett ask me to conduct one of the bands at the festival,” McCullough said. “Several of these students come from really small band programs and being able to play in a band of this size is a once in a life time experience for them.” McCullough has taught for 26 years at Beavercreek High School in Dayton, Ohio. Seniors in the bands where also given the opportunity Friday and Saturday in order to prepare for each band’s concert Saturday. The Marco’s Marauders Band performed first at 4 p.m. and was followed by the Thundering Herd Band at 4:45 p.m. and the John Marshall Band at 5:30 p.m.
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